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Summary
1. The air speeds and sinking speeds of birds gliding at equilibrium fall in a
performance area when these quantities are plotted against one another. Three
curves bound the performance area: (i) a curve for minimum sinking speed at each
air speed, (ii) a curve for maximum sinking speed at each air speed, and (iii) a
curve dependent on the maximum lift coefficient of the wings. I have discussed
curve i in a previous paper. This paper discusses the theory of curves ii and iii,
which describe rapid descent in gliding birds.
2. I used an optical tracking device (an ornithodolite) to measure air speeds and
sinking speeds of 16 African white-backed vultures (Gyps africanus Salvadori)
descending rapidly from altitudes 200-500 m above the ground. The ornithodolite
measured the polar coordinates of a bird's position in space (relative to the
ground) and recorded them on magnetic tape.
3. The vultures had air speeds between 5-4 and 39-lms" 1 , and sinking speeds
between 0-2 and 8-3ms" 1 . Most of the observations fell within the theoretical
boundaries of the performance area.
4. These data are consistent with a maximum lift coefficient of 2-2 for the wings
of white-backed vultures.

Introduction

Birds gliding at equilibrium sink steadily through the air as they proceed. The
term 'equilibrium' means that neither the bird nor the air through which it flies
accelerates relative to the earth. A graph (the performance diagram) of the bird's
air speed plotted against its sinking speed describes the bird's aerodynamic
performance. The data for the graph fall in an area (the performance area)
because the bird adjusts its body configuration in flight to achieve a range of
sinking speeds at each air speed (Tucker, 1987). The bird can maximize its gliding
performance by gliding on the maximum performance curve - the boundary of the
performance area that relates minimum sinking speed to air speed. The maximum
performance curve can be calculated from the aerodynamic characteristics of the
bird (Tucker, 1987).
Key words: gliding performance, gliding theory, maximum lift coefficient, ornithodolite, polar
curve, sinking speed, soaring, tracking device.
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Most papers on gliding flight emphasize maximum performance (for a review,
see Pennycuick, 1975). However, birds do not always glide at maximum performance. Some birds lower their feet while gliding, thereby increasing drag and
sinking speed. They use this manoeuvre while coping with wind gusts or while
descending (Pennycuick & Webbe, 1959; Pennycuick, 1960, 1968, 19716). Large,
East-African vultures abandon maximum performance when they descend rapidly
to carcasses that they find by patrolling from the air (Kruuk, 1967; Pennycuick,
1972). Observers describe these descents vividly: the vultures 'hurtle across the sky
making a loud rushing noise which can be heard on the ground a long way off
(Pennycuick, 19716), and they can be seen 'dropping like stones from the sky'
(Kruuk, 1967).
This paper discusses the theoretical boundaries of the performance area that set
the speed limits for descent in gliding birds. It then compares the boundaries to
measurements of air speed and sinking speed made on East-African white-backed
vultures descending rapidly to the ground.
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List of symbols
surface area of the ground
Rh position vector in a horizontal
plane
proportion of A over which
range (in metres)
r
air ascends
density of air
wing span
P
projected wing area
S
maximum wing span
a
equivalent flat plate area
Sfp
M5,pr t C_L)rnax
profile drag coefficient
sh horizontal distance relative to
air
lift coefficient
time
t
maximum lift coefficient
time spent in ascending air
total drag
ta
acceleration due to gravity
time spent in descending air
td
V air speed
constants derived from the
calibration data
Va ascending speed of air
lift
v d descending speed of air
body mass
v h horizontal air speed
position vector relative to
v s sinking speed
air
v w wind velocity
V
voltage
position vector relative to
altitude above ground
z
ground

Theory
A bird gliding at equilibrium has a constant velocity relative to the air. This
gliding velocity has magnitude V - the bird's speed through the air - and a vertical
component Vs - the bird's sinking speed through the air. It is conventional to draw
the performance diagram for the bird with V on the horizontal axis increasing
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towards the right and V s on the vertical axis increasing downwards. (Vs is positive
when directed towards the earth.)
Each point in the performance area of the performance diagram corresponds to
a particular value of aerodynamic drag (D) for a bird of a given weight (mg, the
product of mass and gravitational acceleration), since the relationship between V
and Vs for equilibrium gliding is:
V s = VD/mg.

(1)

Drag has three components: induced drag due to lift, profile drag due to the wings,
and parasite drag due to the rest of the bird's body. Tucker (1987) analyses these
components in a gliding bird.
Three curves (Fig. 1) form the boundaries of the performance area.
(1) Curve AD is the 'maximum performance curve' along which the bird
minimizes sinking speed and drag at each speed. Relative to the air, a bird gliding
on this curve descends as slowly as possible for a given speed and travels the
maximum distance while doing so.
(2) Curve BCD is the 'minimum performance curve' along which the bird
maximizes drag at each speed. A bird gliding on this curve descends through the
air as rapidly as possible. The curve has two parts: a high-speed part (CD) and a
low-speed part (BC).
Along curve CD, which I shall call the 'vertical fall line', a bird descends
vertically (i.e. V = Vs and drag equals weight). At point D, the bird reaches its
maximum speed in a head-first dive with its wings compressed against its body. At
point C, the bird 'parachutes', with the wings fully spread and held so that the
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Fig. 1. A performance diagram showing the performance area of a hypothetical
gliding bird. Inset: low-speed details, enlarged four-fold.
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chord line (a line perpendicular to the long axis of the wing and joining the leading
and trailing edges) is horizontal. Along curve BC, which I shall call the 'stall line',
a bird descends at a more or less steep angle rather than vertically. The bird has
fully spread, stalled wings but at these low speeds, it cannot generate enough drag
to equal its weight.
(3) Curve AB is a transition curve between the maximum and minimum
performance curves. I shall call it the 'maximum lift coefficient line', because along
this curve, the bird's wings have their maximum lift coefficient.
To introduce the theory for curves AB, BC and CD, I shall start with a bird
flying at point A and follow it as it slows down slightly to reach point B and then
speeds up to reach points C and D. The bird continually adjusts its body
configuration as it moves between these points.
Curve AB: the maximum lift coefficient line
To glide at the slowest speed (point A) on the maximum performance curve, a
bird must maximize the lift coefficient, C L , of its wings. C L for wings of area S in
air of density p is given by:
Q^
where L is lift. Birds can increase CL from a low value at a low angle of attack to a
maximum value by increasing the angle of attack. (The angle of attack is the angle
between the air velocity vector of the bird and the chord line of the wings.) If the
angle of attack increases further, the wings stall, and C L decreases.
Lift in the above equation depends on mg, V and V s during equilibrium
gliding:

L = mg[l-(V/V)2]1/2

(3)

Combining these equations:
C L = 2 mg[l - (V s /V) 2 ] 1 / 2 /(pSV 2 ) .

(4)

The only variables on the right side of this equation are Vs and V when wing span
and, therefore, S are constant.
The solutions of equation 4 for a given C L define a unique curve on the
performance diagram. The higher the value of C L , the lower the speed at which
this curve intersects the curve for maximum performance. Since curve AB is a
boundary of the performance area, it is the maximum C L line.
The bird moves down the maximum C L line from point A to point B by
increasing drag. It lowers its feet and tail to increase parasite drag, and twists its
wings to increase the induced drag factor (Pennycuick, 19716; Tucker, 1987). At
point B, the bird has the maximum drag it can attain while C L is maximum. Its
speed is slightly less than at point A because lift decreases as Vs increases
(equation 3).
Curve BC: the stall line
Point B marks the low-speed end of the minimum performance curve. To move
from B to C, the bird increases the drag of its wings by increasing the angle of
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Fig. 2. Polar curves for the relationship between the lift coefficient (CL) and the
profile drag coefficient (CD pr) for the wings of gliding birds. The polar curve for
minimum drag describes the flexible wings of living birds at low angles of attack
(Tucker, 1987) with a CL,max of 2-2. The polar curve for maximum drag is parabolic and
describes a hypothetical stalled wing at high angles of attack. Limiting linear and
rectangular polar curves are shown by dashed lines. All curves are for a Reynolds
number of 105.

attack beyond that for maximum C L . The wings then stall, and as the angle of
attack continues to increase, C L decreases and the profile drag coefficient (C D p r )
of the stalled wings increases.
The relationship between C L and the profile drag coefficient is shown by a 'polar
curve' (Fig. 2). The polar curve has two parts: a 'polar curve for minimum drag'
and a 'polar curve for maximum drag'. The polar curve for minimum drag is the
conventional one that is used to describe aircraft wings and to compute the
maximum performance curve for a gliding bird.
For the flexible wings of gliding birds, the polar curve for minimum drag is given
by:

C D , pr = 0-0349 - 0-0781CL + 0-0799CL2
5

(5)

at a Reynolds number of 10 (Tucker, 1987). As the angle of attack increases from
zero, C L increases along this curve until it reaches the maximum value and the
wings stall.
The polar curve for maximum drag describes stalled wings at still higher angles
of attack. C L decreases along this curve to zero, and the profile drag coefficient
increases to a theoretical maximum of 1 at an angle of attack of 90°. At this point,
the bird is parachuting vertically through the air (point C on the stall line).
The shape of the polar curve for maximum drag is not known for bird wings, but
it is probably between the linear and rectangular limits shown in Fig. 2. For
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present purposes, I shall assume that it is a parabola with a vertex at C D p r = 1, a
focus at C D;Pr < 1 and one arm passing through the point where C L has its
maximum value (CL,max)- If C represents the value of CD,Pr at this point, the
equation for the parabola is:
C D>pr = 1 - (1 - C)C L 2 /C L , max 2 .

(6)

The value of C may be found by substituting CL,max for C L in equation 5.
Curve CD: the vertical fall line
Along curve CD, the bird falls vertically and produces no lift. Consequently,
there is no induced drag, and the sum of the profile and parasite drags equals the
bird's weight:
^
mg = ^
y2 + ^
y2
(?)
Parasite drag depends on Sfp, the equivalent flat plate area of the bird's body (see
Tucker, 1987, for a discussion). Since V = Vs in a vertical fall, the vertical fall line
is a straight line on the performance diagram. At point C, S and C D;Pr have their
maximum values, and the bird parachutes. At higher speeds, the bird progressively folds its wings until at point D it experiences only parasite drag when S
becomes zero in a head-first dive.
Evaluation of the theory
Morphology and maximum performance
A white-backed vulture in this paper has a body weight of 52-8 N and maximum
wing span (b max ) of 2-18 m (Pennycuick, 1971a). The relationship between wing
area (S) and wing span (b) is:
S = 0 3 3 5 b - 0-041,

(8)
2

and the equivalent flat plate area of the body is 0-0101 m (Tucker, 1987).
These characteristics can be used to compute a table of V and Vs values for a
maximum performance curve (Tucker, 1987). The following polynomial equations
fit the tabled values within 5 % or better:
Vs = 4-62 - 0-559V + 0-0216V2 ,

(9)

1

for V between 6 and 16 ms" , and
Vs = l-32-0-153V + 0-0091V2,

(10)

1

for V between 16 and 38 m s " .
Change in drag along the maximum CL line
I shall assume that a white-backed vulture can increase its parasite drag for
maximum performance by a factor of 4-4 by lowering its feet and tail. This
'parasite drag factor' comes from measurements on a similar species, Riippell's
griffon vulture (Gyps ruppellii) (Pennycuick, 1911b). I shall also assume that the
induced drag factor increases from 1-1 (Tucker, 1987) to 1-5 as the vulture twists its
wings. The actual increase is unknown.
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Effect of wing span
Gliding birds can vary their wing spans and wing areas, thereby changing the
maximum C L line (equation 4). The stall line also changes, but for more
complicated reasons.
The stall line depends on both profile drag and induced drag. If, for example,
the wing span decreases at a given speed, profile drag decreases for two reasons:
(1) the wing area decreases and (2) C L increases to maintain the required lift. As
C L increases, the profile drag coefficient decreases along the polar curve for
maximum drag. However, a decrease in wing span increases the induced drag.
Whether the total drag on the wing decreases depends on the characteristics of the
wing.
When the wing span is maximum in this study, the maximum C L line and the
stall line are farthest to the left (Fig. 3). Accordingly, I used the maximum wing
span and the method of Tucker (1987) to calculate stall lines. This method yields
the maximum performance curve when used with variable wing span and the polar
curve for minimum drag, and it yields the stall line when used with maximum wing
span and the polar curve for maximum drag.
Sensitivity analysis
The C L m a x line and the stall line are of particular interest in this study because
they form boundaries that vultures often approach during descent. The positions
of these lines depend on certain estimated characteristics of the vultures: the
induced drag factor, the parasite drag factor, C L m a x and the polar curve for
maximum drag. This section shows how changes in these characteristics influence
Op
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Fig. 3. The low-speed boundaries of the performance area of a white-backed vulture.
Maximum CL lines and stall lines are shown for wing spans both greater than and less
than bm3x when C L m a x = 2-2. A vulture's CL,max line and stall line are farthest to the
left when its wings are fully spread to b max .
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Fig. 4. The low-speed boundaries of the performance area of a white-backed vulture
with CLjmax values of 1-6 and 2-2.
the C L;max line and the stall line. The standard lines with which the changed lines
will be compared describe a vulture with maximum wing span, a C L , max of 2-2, an
induced drag factor of 1-5, a parasite drag factor of 4-4, and the parabolic polar
curve for maximum drag given by equation 6.
A change in Q_ max influences both the C L m a x line and the stall line (Fig. 4).
Changes in the other characteristics influence only the stall line.
The stall line is relatively insensitive to changes in the induced drag factor and
the parasite drag factor. It shifts to the left by less than 0-2 m s" 1 when the induced
drag factor increases by one-third to 2-0, or the parasite drag factor doubles to 8-8.
The stall line is also relatively insensitive to changes in the polar curve for
maximum drag. The line shifts to the left if the polar curve is rectangular and to the
right if the polar curve is linear (Fig. 5). As long as the polar curve is somewhere
between these extremes, the corresponding variations in the stall line will not
change my conclusions in this study.

Materials and methods
Field work
Location
I used a tracking device (an 'ornithodolite'; Pennycuick, 1982) to measure V and
V s in African vultures landing in the vicinity of a pond in Nairobi National Park,
Kenya. Up to 30 vultures congregated around the pond each day in late February
to bathe, preen, spread their wings in the sun and rest quietly. They arrived
individually between 10.00 and 11.00 h, first appearing in the south as specks in the
sky 1 km or more away and a few hundred metres above the ground. They landed
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Fig. 5. The low-speed boundaries of the performance area of a white-backed vulture
with linear, parabolic and rectangular polar curves for maximum drag.

in a few minutes and remained on the ground until afternoon. By 15.00h, all had
left. White-backed vultures were most common, but Riippell's griffon vultures
and occasional lappet-faced vultures (Torgos tracheliotus) were also present. The
data in this paper describe white-backed vultures.
The pond was about 100m2 in area and was located on a flat, grassy part of the
Embakasi Plain (a small region of the Athi Plain) between two streambeds about
lkm apart. Its latitude and longitude were 1°21'18-62"S, 36°51'39-66"E; and its
altitude was 1639m above sea level. The ornithodolite was located 1-7 km
southwest of the pond.
The ornithodolite
I made the ornithodolite from a surveyor's transit by replacing the telescope
with an optical rangefinder. The device recorded the horizontal and vertical angles
of the line of sight and the range to the bird. To use the ornithodolite, I followed
the bird while keeping it centred in the field of view of the rangefinder. Two images
of the bird, which were mirror images of one another, appeared in the upper and
lower halves of the field of view. I adjusted a thumbwheel to keep the two images
in vertical alignment. The range to the bird appeared on a scale in the field of view.
Three precision potentiometers on the ornithodolite converted the position of
the thumbwheel and the horizontal and vertical angles of the line of sight to
voltages, which were recorded on three separate channels of a battery-powered
instrumentation tape recorder. Spoken comments were recorded on a fourth
channel.
The rangefinder (type F.T. 37, Barr & Stroud Ltd, Glasgow, Scotland)
measured ranges between 250 m and 10 km. It had a 1-mbase, afield of view of 3°,
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and a magnification of 14. I calibrated it by sighting on a marker set out at a
distance of 300 m (within 0-1 m), and on the moon, which is effectively an infinite
distance away. (The rangefinder scale had an infinity mark for use in calibration.)
The uncertainty of the range measurement depends on the range (r, in metres).
With care, it can be kept to 4x 10~6r2 metres.
The potentiometers (Bournes, Inc.) were 500-Q devices with a linearity of 0-3 %
or better. A model 35105 and a model 3415 potentiometer were geared to the
rangefinder thumbwheel and horizontal axis, respectively. The range potentiometer had gears with adjustable backlash that compensated for the backlash in
the internal mechanism of the rangefinder. The horizontal axis potentiometer had
antibacklash gears. A model 3445 potentiometer attached directly to the vertical
axis of the rangefinder had no backlash. A power supply provided a regulated d.c.
voltage to the potentiometers that changed less than 0-004 % when the voltage of
the unregulated power source (a car battery) changed from 12 to 15 V.
Tape moved through the recorder (a Hewlett-Packard model 3960) at
2-38cms" 1 . The output of the recorder during playback was a linear function of
the recorded voltage within 1 %. The time constant of the recorder's response to
voltage changes was less than 0-1 ms. .
In the field, I set up the vertical axis of the ornithodolite to within 7' of arc of
true vertical by using the levelling screws and bubble level on the transit. I set the
horizontal circle of the transit to zero while sighting on a reference point on the
horizon, and I levelled the line of sight of the rangefinder with a bubble level. I
calibrated the ornithodolite hourly by setting the range, horizontal and vertical
angles to known values at both ends of their scales and recording the corresponding voltages. The horizontal angle could be read within V of arc from the
horizontal circle of the transit. The vertical angle could be set within 10' of arc by
aligning marks on the potentiometer gears.
The resolution of the recording system depended on the gear ratios of the
potentiometers, the spacing of their internal windings and the signal-to-noise ratio
of the tape recorder. The resolution of the range measurements varied with
distance and was equal to 3xlO~ 6 r 2 . The resolution of the angular measurements
was 0-15°. Under ideal conditions, these resolution figures determine a 'volume of
uncertainty' within which the ornithodolite locates the bird at a given moment. In
practice, the dimensions of the volume were larger because I was unable to keep
the images of a moving bird exactly in alignment and centred in the field of view.
I estimated the actual volume of uncertainty by analysing the random variations
that occurred at 0-1-s intervals in the recorded position of a bird that was gliding on
a straight track. The actual volume had linear dimensions 2-3 times those that
were calculated from the resolution figures given above. For example, at a range of
1000 m, the actual volume of uncertainty was 9 m wide, 9m high and 7 m deep.
Wind velocity
Wind velocity varies in space and time, and I was unable to measure it at the
place and time where each bird flew. Instead, I estimated it from measurements
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made at other locations with two different devices - a radar reflector carried aloft
by a balloon and tracked by a radar set (East African Meteorological Department,
1963), and a constant-temperature hot-wire anemometer (DISA, type 55D05).
These devices have vastly different responses to temporal variations in the wind.
The radar observations integrated wind velocity over a 2-min period at each
altitude. The anemometer responded to changes in wind speed that occurred in
less than 1 ms.
I estimated a mean value for wind velocity from the radar observations made at
noon on the days that vultures were tracked. The East African Meteorological
Department released the balloons at a site 15 km WNW from the pond and 160 m
higher. To correct for wind, I assumed that the wind velocity had only horizontal
components and was constant at the mean speed and direction determined from
the radar observations. Vertical components and variations in the wind velocity
introduce errors which will be discussed later.
I estimated the variation in wind speed by recording from the hot-wire
anemometer connected to a linearizer (DISA, type 55D15) and the same tape
recorder that was used with the ornithodolite. This system was calibrated to within
0-5ms" 1 in a wind tunnel (described by Pennycuick, 1968) at the University of
Nairobi. An anemometer recording was made in early March on one of the
summits of the Ngong Hills, 600 m above the pond and 25 km to the west. These
hills rise abruptly from the Athi Plain, and no ground features of equal height
interrupt the plain between them and the pond, or indeed for 50 km beyond it. The
summit was a grassy clearing fringed with low shrubs, and the anemometer was
mounted well above the vegetation on a mast 5-7 m high.

Laboratory work
Digital voltmeters
In the laboratory, I analysed the tapes from the ornithodolite by playing them
into three synchronized Digitek model 267 digital voltmeters - one for each data
channel. This technique eliminated the phase error that would occur if one
voltmeter were used to scan all three channels. Every 0-1 s, a pulse triggered the
three voltmeters to begin conversion of the analogue voltages from the tape
recorder to a five-digit binary coded decimal number. The conversion was
complete in 0-06 s. The voltmeters had a time constant of 0-05 s, were linear within
0-025 % and had insignificant drift. I also used one of the voltmeters to digitize the
data from the anemometer.
I built an interface circuit to trigger the voltmeters, serialize their readings and
send the data to a computer. A crystal-controlled oscillator served as a master
clock for the circuit. The circuit alternately switched tri-state bus drivers
connected to each voltmeter onto a data bus. An asynchronous transmitter read
the data bus at the appropriate times and sent a serial stream of data at
4800 bits s" 1 to the computer.
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Data reduction
The computer used every tenth set of data to calculate the three-dimensional
position vector of the bird at 1-s intervals. The horizontal and vertical angles were
calculated by linear interpolation of the calibration data. Range was a nonlinear
function of voltage, and the computer calculated it with an interpolation equation
of the form r = ki/(\—k2), where r is range, v is voltage and ki and k2 are constants
derived from the calibration data. This equation yielded ranges that were within
1 % of the readings on the rangefinder scale.
Calculating V and Vs
The ornithodolite gives the position vector of the bird relative to the ground. I
calculated a new position vector for the bird relative to the air by correcting for
wind velocity. I used the new vector to determine when the bird was gliding at
equilibrium. These calculations are described below.
In a wind of constant velocity Vw, the position vector (R) of the bird relative to
the air is given by:
R = Rg-Vwt.
(11)
Rg is the position vector of the bird relative to the ground, Vw is the wind
velocity estimated from radar observations, and t is time. The projection of R on a
horizontal plane is the position vector R h , which varies with time and describes a
curve on the plane. The arc length (integral |dRh|) of this curve is the horizontal
component (sh) of the distance that the bird glides through the air during a given
time interval, and the derivative ds h /dt is the horizontal component (Vh) of the
bird's air speed. I integrated Rh numerically by summing the horizontal distances
covered in 10-s intervals. I plotted sh against t and measured the slope (Vh) of the
plot whenever it was constant for at least 10 s. The average period during which the
slopes were constant was 45 s.
The vertical component of Rg measures the bird's altitude (z) above the ground.
If Vw has no vertical component, the derivative —dz/dt is the bird's sinking speed
(V s ). I measured the slope (Vs) of z plotted against t whenever the slope was
constant for at least 10 s. The average period during which the slopes were
constant was 45 s. Fig. 6 shows a typical plot of sh and z against time for one of the
vultures.
My criterion for equilibrium gliding was that both Vh and Vs had to be constant
at the same time. This definition effectively excludes data that were influenced by
turns, because the vultures typically turned in less than 10 s and then flew in
straight lines. I calculated the air speed (V) for birds gliding at equilibrium from V h
andV s :

V = (Vh2 + V s 2 ) 1/2 •

(12)

All air speeds in this study are corrected to equivalent air speeds at sea level.
The equivalent air speed is the actual air speed multiplied by the factor 0-92. This
factor is the square root of the ratio of the density of the standard atmosphere at
the altitude of the pond to the density of the standard atmosphere at sea level (von
Mises, 1959).
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Fig. 6. Variation of altitude and horizontal distance travelled through the air with time
in a landing white-backed vulture. A time interval of 10 s separates the points on the
curves.

Error analysis
The effect of location errors on Vh and Vs
Location errors arise because the ornithodolite locates the bird in a volume of
uncertainty. I chose a 10-s integration interval for Rh to reduce the effect of
location errors on the estimate of horizontal distance covered. For example, a bird
gliding along a straight track might be erroneously located 10 m ahead of or behind
its true position along its track, or 10 m laterally. Location errors along the track
tend to compensate one another during the integration, but lateral errors add to
the estimated distance. Over a 10-s integration period, a bird in this study might
move 100 m, and a lateral error of 10 m would add only about 1 % to the estimated
distance. (The added distance is given by:
[(100 m) 2 + (10m) 2 ] 1 / 2 -100 m .)
Because Vh and Vs were constant for an average of 45 s, location errors along
the track are small relative to the distances covered. For example, a bird might
cover 450 m with constant V h , and a location error of 10 m is only 2 % of that
distance. Likewise, a bird might descend 135 m with constant V s , and the location
error of 10 m is only 7 % of that distance. These errors are negligible relative to the
errors that arise from vertical wind components and variations in wind velocity.
The effect of vertical wind components on Vs
Corrections for any vertical wind components will increase or decrease Vs and
will have a negligible effect on V if Vs is small (equation 12). Air moves upwards in
thermals and is replaced by downward-moving air. To evaluate how these
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movements affect Vs, I used a model of a simplified atmosphere (Pennycuick,
1972). This model describes an air mass covering an area A of the earth's surface.
Air ascends in the air mass in columnar thermals with a vertical velocity
component V a . The thermals are distributed over A, and have a total crosssectional area equal to aA, where a is the proportion of A over which air ascends.
The air between the thermals descends with a vertical velocity component V d . The
total cross-sectional area of the descending air is (1 — a)A. The volume of air
ascending in a given time equals the volume of air descending:
aVa = ( l - a ) V d .

(13)

A bird flying through this air mass with a random, but constant, horizontal
velocity is in ascending air for a time ta and is in descending air for a time td. For a
flight that traverses many thermals:
t a /t d = a / ( l - a ) .
(14)
The bird is carried upwards by ascending air for a total distance Vata and
downwards by descending air for a total distance V d t d . These distances are equal,
as can be seen by multiplying expressions for Va and ta derived from equations 13
and 14.
However, the vultures in this study typically flew less than 1 km during the
period in which Vs was measured - not far enough to get through a large thermal,
which may be more than lkm in diameter in East Africa (Pennycuick, 1972). A
vulture could have been in an ascending air mass for the entire measurement
period, or in a descending air mass, depending on the value of a.
Pennycuick suggests that a value of 0-65 for a is improbably high for East Africa,
and that a value of 0-25 is more reasonable. Using the latter value, fewer than onequarter of the vultures would be flying entirely in ascending air during the
measurement period, and fewer than three-quarters would be flying entirely in
descending air, because some vultures would cross the boundary of a thermal. The
longer the flight track relative to the diameter of the thermals, the higher the
proportion of birds that crossed a boundary.
To explore the relationship between track length, size of a thermal and the
effect of vertical wind components, I simulated flights through the model
atmosphere on a computer. The value of a was 0-25, and the thermals were evenly
spaced and circular in cross-section with equal radii. A simulated flight started at a
random point in the air mass and continued in a random, constant direction for a
distance equal to the radius of a thermal. In 1000 simulated flights, 9% of the
tracks were entirely inside a thermal, 60% were entirely outside a thermal, and
31 % crossed the boundary of a thermal.
Pennycuick (1972) describes a 'standard thermal' in East Africa with
Va = 4 m s~\ The corresponding value for Vd is 1-3 m s" 1 for a value of a of 0-25
(equation 13). The simulation indicates that 9 % of the Vs values reported in this
study might be too low by 4 m s " 1 and 60% might be too high by 1-3ms"1, the
remainder falling in between. Although the model atmosphere is highly simplified,
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these figures give a useful indication of the uncertainty in the measured sinking
speeds.
The effect of horizontal wind components on V
Any variation in the horizontal component of the wind adds vectorially to Rj,.
The effect on V h depends on the magnitude of the change and the direction in
which the bird is gliding relative to the wind. The effect on V depends on both Vh
and Vs. If Vs is small, V and V h are approximately equal (equation 12).
It was not possible to measure wind velocity along the tracks in space and time
where the birds flew, so I had to use a mean value and standard deviation of
horizontal wind velocity estimated from measurements at other locations. Because
of the flat terrain in the vicinity of Nairobi National Park and the fact that the
northeast trade winds blow steadily day after day at this season, a reasonable
estimate for the bias of the mean wind speed and direction is one standard
deviation. Beyond that, the plausibility of using a mean value and standard
deviation rests on how my measurements compare with theoretical values and
measurements made by others. These comparisons will be made in the Discussion.

Results
Behaviour
The vultures displayed a variety of behaviour while approaching the pond.
Some birds descended rapidly with few turns. Others approached in a rectilinear
pattern, gliding in a straight line for 100m or more, then turning nearly at right
angles and gliding along another straight line. When near the pond, some turned
into the wind and descended almost vertically. Others flared from a steep glide
into a low flat one, perhaps flapping a few times before landing. The birds usually
kept their feet lowered during the approach, even while they were several hundred
metres away from their landing site. Some birds kept their wings fully extended
with the primary feathers splayed out at the tips. Others held their wings in the
flexed position typical of high-speed gliding, but with the outer parts of the wing
twisted to a high angle of attack (see plate 2 in Pennycuick, 19716).
The vultures often appeared to have stalled wings during their approaches
(Fig. 7). The feathers on the upper surface of the wings lifted and fluttered in the
wind, indicating that the airflow over the wing had separated from the wing
surface, as it does in a stall. The alulae were lifted into the airflow. Similar
behaviour also occurs in Riippell's griffon vulture (Pennycuick, 19716) and the
Andean condor (Vultur gryphus, McGahan, 1973).
Wind speed
On the 4 days vultures were tracked, the radar observations indicated a mean
wind speed of 6 6 m s " 1 (S.D. = 2-0, N= 11) and a mean wind direction of 59 "from
the north (S.D. = 13, N = 11) at altitudes between 1798 and 3140m above sea level.
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Fig. 7. A descending white-backed vulture with wings that appear to be stalled. The
alulae are lifted above the leading edges of the wings, and the feathers on the upper
surfaces of the wings are fluttering in the air stream.

These small standard deviations reflect the steadiness of the northeast trade winds
that blow at this season.
The hot-wire anemometer data were obtained from a single recording 52min
long. A digital voltmeter sampled the recording at 2-s intervals, and these data
were smoothed with a five-point moving average to reduce the variations in the
wind that were too short to influence vulture flight. The mean and standard
deviation of the smoothed data were 11-6 and 3-4ms" 1 , respectively. The
standard deviation is 29 % of the mean - about the same as the 30 % standard
deviation of the radar data. Accordingly, I estimated the standard deviation of the
wind speed at the pond to be 2-0ms" 1 .
V and Vs
I recorded 32 examples of V and Vs during equilibrium gliding in 16 vultures
landing at the pond. The birds started their final descents from altitudes of 200 to
500 m above the pond while they were still as far away as I could spot them - up to
3 km. The birds had a wide range of air speeds and sinking speeds during their
approaches (Fig. 8). Most flew at less than 15 m s" 1 , but five birds had air speeds of
25 m s " 1 or above. Two of these had sinking speeds that were 2 m s " 1 or more
lower than those predicted by the maximum performance curve, suggesting that
these birds were diving through rising air. Most sinking speeds were in the range of
1

Discussion
The motion of a flying bird relative to the air generates the aerodynamic forces
that sustain flight. One sees the bird moving, but the air is invisible. Various
techniques have been used to measure both the motion of the bird and that of the
air relative to the observer so that the motion of the bird relative to the air may be
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Fig. 8. The air speeds and sinking speeds of 16 white-backed vultures gliding at
equilibrium while descending to the ground.

calculated. In this study, the ornithodolite on the ground measured the bird's
motion, but there was no practical way to measure the motion of the air along the
track in space and time that the bird followed. The best one can do is to estimate
air movements from measurements of wind velocity made at a different place in
space and time.
Sometimes one may make measurements while either the bird or the air is
stationary relative to the ground. For example, a bird trained to glide in a tilted
wind tunnel remains stationary, and only the motion of the air needs to be
measured (Parrott, 1970; Pennycuick, 1968; Tucker & Parrott, 1970). Unfortunately, white-backed vultures are too large to fit in the available tilting wind
tunnels, and they do not glide predictably in natural conditions when the air is
stationary.
Alternatively, one may move with the bird through the air. Raspet (1960) and
Pennycuick (1971a) piloted sailplanes and followed gliding birds. They calculated
the motion of the bird relative to the air after measuring the motion of the bird
relative to the sailplane and the motion of the sailplane relative to the air. This
technique is not practical for landing vultures because conventional sailplanes do
not fly slowly enough to stay behind the bird. Also, a sailplane pilot would risk
disaster by following a bird to within a few metres of the ground.
Pennycuick observed white-backed vultures from his sailplane while they were
flying cross-country, presumably at maximum performance. His data, together,
with my data in this study, cover a wide range of air speeds and sinking speeds.
They may be compared with the theoretical boundaries of the performance area
that I described earlier.
The theoretical maximum performance curve passes through the middle of
Pennycuick's data for vultures flying cross-country (Fig. 9). It forms an upper
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boundary for most of my data on landing birds, most of which were descending
rapidly rather than gliding at maximum performance. The maximum C L line and
the stall line for C L = 2-2 form reasonable low-speed boundaries for my data
(Fig. 9).
Effects of wind velocity
I determined Vs with the assumption that there were no vertical wind
components, yet soaring birds can be seen circling upwards in thermals over the
Athi Plain, and air must sink to replace the rising air. Correcting for vertical wind
components shifts my data up or down on the performance diagram.
The simulated flights in the model atmosphere indicated that 9 % of the 32
measured Vs values might be too low by 4 m s " 1 and 60% might be too high by
1-3ms" 1 , the remainder falling in between. Although the model atmosphere is
highly simplified, these figures are consistent with the pattern of vertical variation
in Fig. 9 and give a useful indication of the uncertainty in the measured sinking
speeds.
Corrections for any variations in the horizontal component of wind velocity will
shift my data sideways on the performance diagram and have a large effect on the
estimate of C L (Fig. 4). For example, data from three landing vultures fell to the
left of the maximum C L line and the stall line for C L = 2-2. I calculated 95 %
confidence intervals (shown as horizontal bars in Fig. 9) for these points (those for
the other points are similar) by assuming that the magnitude of the wind velocity
was 1-95 standard deviations above or below the mean. The confidence intervals
-2

Maximum
performance
curve

Stall line

12

10

20
Speed, V(ms-')

Fig. 9. Measured data and the low-speed boundaries of the performance area for
white-backed vultures with a maximum CL of 2-2. Open circles are measurements
made in this study, and filled circles are 94 measurements made on vultures gliding
cross-country Pennycuick (1971a). Three of the open circles have horizontal lines
through them to show how the measurement would change if the wing speed were to
increase or decrease by 1-95 standard deviations.
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for two of the points overlapped the maximum C L line, but that for the third did
not. This bird probably did have a C L above 2-2.
Maximum lift coefficients
Conventional wings with aerofoils similar to those found in bird wings achieve
maximum lift coefficients of about 1-6 at the Reynolds numbers characteristic of
bird flight (see Tucker & Parrot, 1970, for examples). The maximum lift coefficient
can be increased by adding high-lift devices in the form of slots and flaps to a wing.
For example, such devices can double the maximum lift coefficient of a wing with a
Clark Y aerofoil (Weik & Shortal, 1932). The slots direct airflow from the lower
surface of the wing to the upper surface, thereby reducing the tendency of the
airflow to separate from the upper surface and cause a stall (Prandtl & Tietjens,
1957). The flaps change the shape of the aerofoil.
Some of the landing vultures had presumably deployed their high-lift devices,
since they appeared to be on the verge of stalling. The alula of the wing is thought
to act as a leading-edge slot (Nachtigall & Kempf, 1971), and the separated tip
feathers also form slots (Oehme & Kitzler, 1975). The overlapping feathers on the
wings may act as additional slots by allowing air to flow through the wing. The
flexible surfaces of the wings could act as flaps. C L values of 2-2 or higher are
plausible for such wings.
A C L of 2-2 is relatively high compared with the maximum lift coefficients that
have been measured in other gliding birds. A black vulture (Coragyps atratus)
gliding in a wind tunnel achieved a lift coefficient of 1-1 (Parrott, 1970), and a
lugger falcon (Falco jugger) gliding in the same wind tunnel achieved a lift
coefficient of 1-6 (Tucker & Parrott, 1970). These values may not be maxima, as
neither bird appeared to be on the verge of stalling. At low speeds, both birds
simply began flapping. In flapping flight, C L values as high as 5 may occur
(Norberg, 1975), but such high values may be related to unsteady aerodynamic
phenomena that do not occur in gliding.
Vertical flight
None of Pennycuick's or my data fell near the vertical fall line. Some birds while
landing appeared to be parachuting vertically when viewed from the ground, but
they were actually moving horizontally through the air into a head wind. I have
never seen a vulture maintain a head-first, vertical dive long enough to reach
equilibrium speed. Theoretically, this speed is 100 m s " 1 for a white-backed
vulture at 1600 m above sea level. One wonders if the loose-looking feathers of the
bird could remain attached during such a manoeuvre.
A few of the vultures did glide remarkably fast, 30-40 ms" 1 . Such speeds
explain why observers use phrases like 'hurtling across the sky' or 'dropping like
stones' to describe descending flight in these birds.
This study was partly supported by National Science Foundation grant number
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GB-29389. The Department of Zoology, University of Nairobi provided laboratory space and access to a wind tunnel.
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